A baler comprises a baling chamber (C) that includes a bale-forming channel having at least one adjustable friction control element (16), a plunger (D) mounted within the channel and a rotary drive mechanism (8) for driving reciprocating movement of the plunger. A control system (22) controls operation of the baler, the control system being configured to determine an actual maximum torque value associated with the rotary drive mechanism (8), compare the actual maximum torque value with a selected desired maximum torque value and adjust the friction control element (16) to regulate the actual maximum torque value according to the desired maximum torque value.
The present invention relates to a baler and a method of baling, in particular but not exclusively for baling an agricultural crop.

For efficient transport and storage, agricultural products like hay, straw and silage may be compressed into bales of a parallelepiped shape, which are known as 'square' bales. After compression of the bale material the shape and the compression of the bale is maintained by binding the bale with twines that are looped around the compressed bale material. The ends of the twine are then knotted together.

Typically, compression of the bale material is performed by a reciprocating plunger press baler. A typical baler of this type is described in US patents 4074623 and 4142746 to Hesston Corporation. This baler machine is somewhat similar to the baler shown in Fig. 1, which includes a baling chamber C comprising an open ended channel through which bale material is forced by a reciprocating plunger D. The plunger is driven in a substantially linear direction L between two end positions comprising respectively a withdrawn position in front of the baling chamber and an extended position in which it extends into the baling chamber. When the plunger is in the withdrawn position the baling chamber is loaded with the bale material to be compressed. The plunger is then driven into the baling chamber so that this new material is compressed against a body of compressed material 1 already in the baling chamber. Any newly compacted material that is added to the already compacted material in the channel is called a 'wad' W. The friction of the compressed material with the walls of the baling chamber channel provides a resistive force allowing for compression of the new material that is introduced into the baling chamber C in front of the plunger D.
After compression, the newly compressed material and the compressed material already in the baling chamber are moved together towards the outlet end of the baling chamber until the plunger reaches its fully extended end position. The plunger then moves in the opposite direction towards its withdrawn position so that the baling chamber can be reloaded with new material to be compressed.

During the compression stroke, the force exerted by the plunger increases as the bale material is compressed and typically reaches a maximum value at the moment when the newly entered bale material has been compressed and the bale material already in the channel starts to shift towards the outlet end of the baling chamber. The maximum value of the plunger force thus depends on the level of friction between the compressed material and the sides of the baling chamber.

The friction within the baling chamber between the compressed material and the sides of the chamber can be regulated by pressing the side panels and/or the top panel of the baling chamber against the compressed material with different levels of force F. To avoid damaging the machine, the desired maximum plunger force should not exceed a set value determined by the mechanical design of the machine, but may typically range from, for example, 10% to 100% of the maximum designed plunger force of the baling machine, depending on the required degree of compression.

It is known for instance from DE9108469U and EP0223351 that the forces F on the side panels and/or top panel of the channel can be regulated as a function of the measured plunger force P. During operation the operator may select a set point for the desired maximum plunger force. During baling, a control unit adjusts the force F on the side/top panels of the channel so that the actual measured plunger force is as close as possible to the desired set point. With such a regulation system the actual plunger force is constant and is unaffected by the changing friction characteristics of the bale material in the channel.

The actual plunger force can be measured or determined in various ways including, for example, by measuring directly the force on the plunger rod with a strain gauge, or by measuring the force on the connecting parts of the driveline X, or by measuring the reaction force between main gearbox 5 (including the crank 8) and a frame 7 of the baler.
The maximum designed plunger force of the baling machine is usually limited by the maximum allowable drive torque of the main gearbox 5 during an average plunger stroke. However, in practice the maximum actual drive torque transmitted through the gearbox does not depend solely on the maximum plunger force. Instead, as illustrated in Fig. 2, for a given maximum drive torque the maximum plunger force is dependent on the position of the crank 8 and the size of the angle A between the crank 8 and the plunger rod 3. For example, given a maximum torque of 90,000 Nm and a crank length of 360mm, the maximum plunger force when the angle A is about 90 degrees will be about 250,000 N. However, when the angle A is 160 degrees the maximum plunger force at the same torque will be about 750,000 N.

As mentioned above, during the compression stroke the force exerted by the plunger increases as the bale material is compressed and typically reaches a maximum value at the moment when the newly entered bale material has been compressed and the bale material already in the channel starts to shift backwards towards the outlet end of the baling chamber. At this point, the plunger is at a distance equal to the wad thickness \(d\) from the fully extended end position of the plunger. The maximum torque experienced by the gearbox during the compression stroke thus depends on the wad thickness. However, the wad thickness \(d\) is dependent both on the amount of material loaded in front of the plunger and on the physical properties of the material. The known regulation process in which the positions of the side/top panels is based on the plunger force may lead to overloading of the gearbox, for example when compressing large wads of bale material, or it can result in the maximum allowable torque of the gearbox not being fully utilized, for example when compressing small wads of bale material. Regulating the biasing force applied to the side/top panel force based on the plunger force will lead to the same problems and disadvantages.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a baler and a method of baling that mitigates the aforesaid disadvantages.

According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of baling using a square baler comprising a bale-forming channel having at least one adjustable friction control element, a plunger mounted within the channel and a rotary drive mechanism for driving reciprocating movement of the plunger, the method comprising
determining an actual maximum torque value (MTV) associated with the rotary drive mechanism, comparing the actual MTV with a selected desired MTV and adjusting the friction control element to regulate the actual MTV according to the desired MTV.

Therefore, in the present invention the friction control element (for example, an adjustable panel of the bale channel) is adjusted according to (at least) the actual maximum torque value (MTV) of the rotary drive, instead of (or in addition to) the maximum plunger force. This avoids the problems described above, which result from the fact that the plunger force varies with the position of the crank arm of the drive mechanism.

Advantageously, the actual MTV is regulated so as not to exceed the desired MTV. As a result, it is possible to reduce the risk of overloading the gearbox.

Advantageously, the actual MTV is matched to the desired MTV. As a result, it is possible to utilize the maximum allowable torque of the gearbox without the risk of overloading the gearbox. This also provides the advantage that the operator can choose either (i) a high throughput for the baling machine, which will produce large loads for the plunger, thick wads and a low plunger force, so resulting in a lower density for the bale, or (ii) a reduced throughput for the baling machine producing reduced loads on the plunger and thinner wads, and resulting in higher plunger forces and a higher density of the bales.

The phrase "the actual MTV is matched to the desired MTV" as used herein means that the friction control element is adjusted to reduce any difference between the actual MTV and the desired MTV. In an ideal situation the difference between the actual MTV to the desired MTV will be reduced so that it is substantially equal to, or close to, zero. However, this is not an absolute requirement. In many cases it will be sufficient for the difference to be reduced to less than a certain proportion, for example 20%, of the desired MTV.

The actual MTV may be determined directly by measuring a torque value within the rotary drive mechanism. For example, the actual MTV may be determined by measuring a torque value within an input drive shaft or an output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.
Alternatively, the actual MTV may be determined indirectly by measuring a force value, for example the plunger force, and simultaneously sensing the cyclical position of a component of the rotary drive mechanism, for example the crank arm, and deriving the actual MTV from the measured force value and the sensed cyclical position. The actual MTV may thus be derived by combining these two values. For example, the actual MTV may be determined by measuring the drive force between rotary drive mechanism and the plunger, or between rotary drive mechanism and a frame of the baler. The sensed cyclical position may for example be the position of the output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.

Advantageously, determining an actual MTV associated with the rotary drive mechanism comprises determining a maximum torque value during a compression stroke of the plunger.

Alternatively, the actual MTV may be determined by measuring a maximum force value, sensing a travel distance of compressed material in the bale chamber during the compression stroke, and deriving the actual MTV from the measured force value and the sensed travel distance, as the travel distance (=wad thickness) is directly related to the angle of the crank at the point where the maximum force is exerted.

Advantageously, the adjustable friction control element comprises an adjustable panel of the bale-forming channel. Alternatively, the friction control element may consist of a separate element, for example one or more friction bars, mounted within the channel. Advantageously, adjusting the friction control element comprises adjusting a bias force applied to the friction control element.

In one embodiment, the friction control element is adjusted according to a direct comparison of the actual MTV and the desired MTV.

In another embodiment, the method further comprises measuring an actual force value, comparing the actual force value with a selected desired force value and adjusting the friction control element to ensure that the actual force value does not exceed the desired force value. In this way the risk of overloading other components of the baling machine can be avoided.
Advantageously, the method includes calculating from the sensed MTV an actual maximum force value, comparing the actual maximum force value with the desired force value and adjusting the friction control element to match the actual maximum force value to the desired maximum force value.

Advantageously, the method includes determining an accumulated torque value from a plurality of actual MTV values, and adjusting the desired actual MTV according to the value of the accumulated torque value.

According to another aspect of the invention there is provided a baler comprising a bale-forming channel having at least one adjustable friction control element, a plunger mounted within the channel and a rotary drive mechanism for driving reciprocating movement of the plunger, and a control system for controlling operation of the baler, the control system being configured to determine an actual MTV associated with the rotary drive mechanism, to compare the actual MTV with a selected desired MTV and to adjust the friction control element to regulate the actual MTV according to the desired MTV.

Advantageously, the control system is configured to regulate the actual MTV according to a method as defined by any one of preceding statements of invention.

Advantageously, the sensor is configured to sense a torque value within the rotary drive mechanism.

The baler may include a sensor that senses a force value, a sensor that senses the cyclical position of a component of the rotary drive mechanism, wherein the control system is configured to derive the actual MTV from the measured force value and the sensed cyclical position.

Advantageously, the square baler includes a sensor that senses a drive force between rotary drive mechanism and the plunger, or between rotary drive mechanism and a frame of the baler, wherein the control system is configured to determine the actual MTV from the sensed drive force.

Advantageously, the sensor senses the cyclical position of an output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.
Advantageously, the adjustable friction control element comprises an adjustable panel of the bale-forming channel.

Advantageously, the square baler includes an actuator for adjusting a bias force applied to the adjustable panel.

An embodiment of the invention will now be described by way of example with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is an isometric view showing the main components of a baling machine according to an embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 is an isometric view showing part of a drive mechanism for the baling machine, and

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a control system for the baling machine.

The baling machine or baler shown in Figure 1 includes a baling chamber C and a plunger D that can be driven into the baling chamber C in a reciprocating manner. The baling machine also includes a pick up mechanism M for picking up cut bale material such as grass and straw from the ground, a feed mechanism N for feeding the bale material into the baling chamber C and a driveline X for transmitting drive to the plunger D from the drive output of a towing vehicle (not shown). These components are all conventional and may for example be as described in US patents 4074623 and 4142746. The baling machine also includes a binding device E for binding the bale with binding twine. This binding device may for example be as described in US 4074623.

The baling chamber C comprises an open ended bale-forming channel through which bale material 1 is forced by the reciprocating plunger D. In this example, the plunger D is driven from a rotating drive axle 2 via a crank 8 and the plunger rod 3. The drive axle 2 comprises an output shaft of a drive gearbox 5 that also has a drive input shaft 4 through which it receives drive from the drive output of a towing vehicle (not shown). The gearbox 5 is mounted on a frame 7 of the baling machine.

The open ended channel that forms the baling chamber C has an inlet end 13 and an outlet end 14. The bale-forming channel is defined by two side panels 15 (one of which has
been omitted in Fig. 1 to show the interior of the baling chamber C), a top panel 16 and a bottom panel 17. The top panel 16 (and/or one or both of the side panels 15) comprises an adjustable panel that is pivotable about its upstream end allowing the cross-sectional area of the bale-forming channel to be adjusted. An adjusting mechanism 18 for adjusting the positions of the adjustable panel is provided towards the outlet end 14 of the baling chamber C. The adjusting mechanism 18 applies a biasing force F to the adjustable panel 16, to control the level of friction between the panel and the compressed material 1 in the baling chamber C. The adjustable panel 16 thus comprises a friction control element.

The plunger D is driven in a substantially linear direction L between two end positions comprising respectively a withdrawn position in front of the baling chamber C and an extended position in which it extends into the channel of the baling chamber C. When the plunger is in the withdrawn position the baling chamber C is loaded with the bale material to be compressed. The plunger D is then driven into the baling chamber so that this new material is compressed against a body of compressed material 1 already in the baling chamber C. The newly compacted material forms a wad W that is added to the already compacted material 1 in the channel. The friction of the compressed material 1 with the panels 15, 16, 17 of the baling chamber C provides a resistive force allowing for compression of the new material that is introduced into the baling chamber C in front of the plunger D.

After compression, the wad W of newly compressed material and the compressed material 1 already in the baling chamber C are moved together towards the outlet end 14 of the baling chamber until the plunger D reaches its fully extended end position. The plunger D then moves in the opposite direction towards its withdrawn position so that the baling chamber C can be reloaded with new material to be compressed. The friction within the baling chamber C between the compressed material 1 and the panels 15, 16, 17 of the chamber C can be regulated by pressing the adjustable panel 16 of the baling chamber against the compressed material 1 with different levels of force F.

The bale 1b formed from the compressed material is held in compression after leaving the machine by twines 19 that are looped around the body of compressed material. This binding process can be performed as follows.
At the start of the baling process two lengths of twine from spools (not shown) on opposite sides of the baling chamber C are connected to one another by tying the ends of the twines together using the knoter device E. As the bale material is compacted in the baling chamber C the spools feed twine to the baling chamber C on either side of the bale material. On one side of the baling chamber C the twine passes through the tip of a baling needle 20. When the body of compressed bale material 1 has reached its full length, between two successive compressing strokes, the needle 20 brings the twine as a loop to the other side of the baling chamber C. The knoter device E then knots the twine, joining an end of the twine loop that was brought around the compressed bale by the needle 20 to an end of the twine that was supplied by the spool on other side of the baling chamber (the same side as the knoter device E). The needle 20 is then retracted and a new bale is started.

A control system for the baling machine is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this example, the control system includes an electronic control unit 22 that is linked to an operator input/output device 24, for example a touch sensitive display unit. The control unit 22 is connected to the adjusting mechanism 18 for adjusting the adjustable panel 16 of the baling chamber C and is configured to send control signals to the adjusting mechanism 18 to control the bias force F applied to the adjustable panel 16.

The control system is configured to determine an actual maximum torque value (MTV) associated with the rotary drive mechanism, to compare the actual MTV with a selected desired MTV and to adjust the bias force F applied to the adjustable panel 16 to regulate the actual MTV according to the desired MTV. The actual MTV is preferably regulated so as not to exceed the desired MTV and more preferably is matched to the desired MTV.

The actual maximum torque value (MTV) associated with the rotary drive mechanism may be determined in a number of different ways. In one embodiment the control unit is connected to a torque sensor 26 and is configured to receive from the sensor 26 a signal that represents a measured torque value in the rotary drive mechanism for the plunger D. The torque sensor 26 may for example be connected to the output shaft 2 or the input shaft 4 of the gearbox 5. The control unit monitors the measured torque value and from this determines the actual MTV.
In another embodiment of the invention, the control unit 22 is connected to a force sensor 28 associated with the plunger D and a position sensor 30 associated with the output shaft 2 of the gearbox 5. In this embodiment, the control unit 22 receives signals from both sensors and determines the torque value R by calculation, based on signals received from the sensors 28, 30 representing the plunger force P and the angular position of the crank 8. The actual maximum torque value (MTV) is determined by identifying the maximum value of the calculated torque value R.

In another embodiment of the invention, the control unit 22 is connected to a force sensor 28 associated with the plunger D and to a travel sensor 32 that senses the distance travelled by the body 1 of compressed material during a compression stroke (the travel distance being generally equal to the wad thickness d). The travel sensor 32 may for example consist of a conventional star wheel device of the type that is often provided for activating the knotter E when the body of compressed material reaches the correct length for binding. As the angular position of the crank 8 at the maximum torque value can be determined from the travel distance, the control unit 22 can determine the MTV by calculation, based on signals received from the sensors 28, 32 representing the plunger force P and the travel distance (wad thickness d).

In any of the above embodiments of the invention the actual MTV may be regulated so as not to exceed the desired MTV. This reduces the risk of causing damage to the drive line X through excessive torque values. Preferably, the actual MTV is matched to the desired MTV so as to reduce any difference between the actual MTV and the desired MTV. This allows the maximum torque of the drive line to be utilized to provide a high level of compression.

In any of the above embodiments of the invention the actual MTV may be regulated by adjusting the bias force F applied to the adjustable panel 16. The bias force F may be regulated according to the maximum torque value MTV associated with the rotary drive mechanism. The bias force F may be adjusted continuously and proportionally to the MTV, or it may be adjusted in discrete steps.

In any of the above embodiments, the desired MTV may be selected by an operator according to the desired level of compression required for the bale material. Alternatively
or in addition, the desired MTV may be selected or modified automatically according to accumulated torque values acquired over an extended period of time in order to guarantee a minimum service lifetime of the drive line X. For example, if the operator frequently selects a very high desired MTV, the control system may automatically reduce this selected MTV to avoid excessive wear on the drive line and its planned service lifetime.

In any of the above embodiments, the actual MTV may be used to provide a direct input for regulating the bias force $F$ applied to the adjustable panel 16. Alternatively, it may be used to provide an indirect input, for instance by adjusting the maximum allowable plunger force value, when using conventional plunger force regulation, which varies according to the crank position at maximum plunger force. The crank position at maximum plunger force may be calculated from the wad thickness $d$ and by assuming that the maximum plunger force will occur at the start of movement of the material in the baling chamber C.

A practical advantage of the invention is that the operator can choose either (i) a high throughput for the baling machine, which will produce large loads for the plunger, thick wads and a low plunger force, so resulting in a lower density for the bale, or (ii) a reduced throughput for the baling machine producing reduced loads on the plunger and thinner wads, and resulting in higher plunger forces and a higher density of the bales.

In order to obtain reduced loads for the plunger at the same forward driving speed of the machine, the input speed of the gearbox may be increased by providing an additional overdrive line. Advantageously the operator may then choose to drive the machine either directly at the original input of the gearbox and at the original speed, or indirectly via the overdrive line at the overdrive speed.
CLAIMS

1. A method of baling using a square baler comprising a baling chamber that includes a bale-forming channel having at least one adjustable friction control element, a plunger mounted within the channel and a rotary drive mechanism for driving reciprocating movement of the plunger, the method comprising determining an actual maximum torque value (MTV) associated with the rotary drive mechanism, comparing the actual MTV with a selected desired MTV and adjusting the friction control element to regulate the actual MTV according to the desired MTV.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the actual MTV is regulated so as not to exceed the desired MTV.

3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the actual MTV is matched to the desired MTV.

4. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, in which the actual MTV is determined by measuring a torque value within the rotary drive mechanism.

5. A method according to claim 4 in which the actual MTV is determined by measuring a torque value within an input drive shaft or an output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.

6. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, in which the actual MTV is determined by measuring a force value, sensing the cyclical position of a component of the rotary drive mechanism, and deriving the actual MTV from the measured force value and the sensed cyclical position.

7. A method according to claim 6 in which the actual MTV is determined by measuring a drive force between rotary drive mechanism and the plunger, or between rotary drive mechanism and a frame of the baler.

8. A method according to claim 6 or claim 7 including sensing the cyclical position of an output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.
9. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, in which the actual MTV is determined by measuring a maximum force value, sensing a travel distance of compressed material in the bale chamber during a compression stroke, and deriving the actual MTV from the measured maximum force value and the sensed travel distance.

10. A method according to any one of the preceding claims in which the adjustable friction control element comprises an adjustable panel of the bale-forming channel.

11. A method according to any one of the preceding claims in which adjusting the friction control element comprises adjusting a bias force applied to the adjustable friction control element.

12. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the friction control element is adjusted according to a direct comparison of the actual MTV and the desired MTV.

13. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising measuring an actual force value, comparing the actual force value with a selected desired force value and adjusting the friction control element to ensure that the actual force value does not exceed the desired force value.

14. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including calculating from the sensed torque value a desired force value, comparing the actual force value with the desired force value and adjusting the friction control element to match the actual force value to the desired force value.

15. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, including determining an accumulated torque value from a plurality of actual MTV values, and adjusting the desired MTV according to the value of the accumulated torque value.

16. A baler comprising a baling chamber that includes a bale-forming channel having at least one adjustable friction control element, a plunger mounted within the channel and a rotary drive mechanism for driving reciprocating movement of the plunger, and a control system for controlling operation of the plunger, the control system being configured to determine an actual maximum torque value (MTV) associated with the rotary drive mechanism, to compare the actual MTV with a selected desired MTV and
to adjust the friction control element to regulate the actual MTV according to the desired MTV.

17. A baler according to claim 16, wherein control system is configured to regulate the actual MTV according to a method as defined by any one of claims 1 to 14.

18. A baler according to claim 16 or claim 17 including a sensor configured to sense a MTV within the rotary drive mechanism.

19. A baler according to claim 16 or claim 17 including a sensor that senses a force value, a sensor that senses the cyclical position of a component of the rotary drive mechanism, wherein the control system is configured to derive the actual MTV from the measured force value and the sensed cyclical position.

20. A baler according to claim 19 including a sensor that senses a drive force between rotary drive mechanism and the plunger, or between rotary drive mechanism and a frame of the baler, wherein the control system is configured to determine the actual MTV from the sensed drive force.

21. A baler according to claim 19 or claim 20 including a sensor that senses the cyclical position of an output drive shaft of the rotary drive mechanism.

22. A baler according to any one of claims 15 to 21, in which adjustable friction control element comprises an adjustable panel of the bale-forming channel.

23. A baler according to claim 22 including an actuator for adjusting a bias force applied to the adjustable panel.

24. A baler according to any one of the preceding claims, in which the rotary drive mechanism includes a selectable overdrive line for increasing the rotational speed of the rotary drive mechanism.
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